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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

INT. PSYCH WARD - BRUCE’S ROOM - DAY 

SUPER - ATLANTA, GEORGIA - 2006

BRUCE, 30, brown hair, husky, sits on bed staring out the 
window.  In the room is a single bed, sink, and one window 
facing the courtyard of the faculty.  He lays on the bed and 
stares at the ceiling.

INT. PSYCH WARD - OUTSIDE OF BRUCE’S DOOR - CONTINUOUS

Two DOCTORS talk.

DOCTOR 1
It seems that his PSTD is better.  I 
think he will be able to go home soon.

DOCTOR 2
We will see how the meds are working 
and we will discuss him leaving in the 
next few days.  

EXT. PEACE SIGN MALL - DAY

CAMERA PANS an aerial view of a peace sign shaped building.  
The CAMERA get closer and then CUTS to the entrance. 

SUPER - ATLANTA, GEORGIA - PRESENT DAY

CUT TO:

INT. MALL - DAY

The mall is rundown and not too may people come their anymore 
because the Internet has made it easier to get what you want 
without going out and finding it.  The mall has a dullness to 
it and the plants and everything else their have began to 
wither.
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Bruce stands in the middle of the mall and watches his 
surroundings.  He sees three KIDS on skateboards riding 
through the mall.

BRUCE
Stop! You kids can’t do that in here.

He takes off running after them.

KID 1
Come on, old man!

KID 2
Hey Tubby!  Run Tubby Run!

Bruce pursues the kids but trips and falls flat on his face.  
The Kids laugh as they get away.  

INT. MALL SECURITY BOOTH - MOMENTS LATER

Bruce and VALERIE SPARROW, 33, head of mall security sit in 
security booth and watch the monitors to see what is going on 
in the mall.  

BRUCE
I don’t want to go down their anymore.  
Nobody respect me in this place.  

VALERIE
You just need to show them who is 
boss.

BRUCE
Easy for you to say.  You strike the 
fear into anyone you look at wrong.

Valerie chuckles.

VALERIE
It took me years of practice, to 
prefect that looks. 

Bruce smiles and looks at the monitors.  

BRUCE
What the heck?

VALERIE
What?

BRUCE
The plant down there was almost dead 
yesterday.  And now it looks as if it 
was replaced.   
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VALERIE
It probably just needed some water and 
now it perked up.

BRUCE
If that was the case, how come the 
rest still look limp?

VALERIE
I think you are losing it, Bruce.  
Just let it go and get back down their 
before those hooligan kids come back.

Bruce exits the booth.

CUT TO:

INT. MALL FOUNTAIN - AFTERNOON

Bruce stands by the fountain and stares at a little kiosk 
near the center of the mall.  A woman will multicolored hair 
holds up a bottle of pink perfume for a customer.  Bruce 
glares at her.  

BRUCE
I know you are up to something and I’m 
going to catch you in the act.

END OF ACT 1
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ACT TWO

INT. MALL - JASMINE’S KIOSK - NIGHT

JASMINE ALLON, multicolored hair, sells her last bottle of 
perfume for the night.  

JASMINE
(alien accent)

Here you are, ma'am. You have nice 
day.

After she sells the last bottle.  She begins to close the 
kiosk for the night.  While she puts things away, Bruce 
surveys the mall for stragglers.  

He notices something strange coming from behind her kiosk.  A 
bright red light glows from under the kiosk’s table top.    

Bruce hides behind a pillar and watches.  The light goes out 
quickly and Jasmine leaves the kiosk.  Bruce hurries over to 
the kiosk and tries to open the locked door under the kiosk 
but is unsuccessful.  

Bruce stands up.

BRUCE
I’m going to catch you, Jasmine Allon.  
Even if it’s the last thing I do.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

INT. MALL SECURITY BOOTH - NIGHT

Bruce setups for an over night stay at the mall.  A four pack 
of Red Bull and bags of chips are scattered across the desk 
in front of the monitors.  He pops the top of his first Red 
Bull and kicks his feet up on the desk and waits.  

BRUCE
Jasmine Allon, your mine.
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INT. MALL SECURITY BOOTH - LATE NIGHT

Bruce’s feet still propped up on the desk and he is snoring.  
He begins to talk in his sleep.

BRUCE
Jasmine...Jasmine Allon... 

INT. MALL SECURITY BOOTH - 6:00 AM

Bruce’s feet fall off the desk and is startled awake.  He 
looks at the clock on the wall and it reads 6:00 AM.  He 
lunges forward and looks at the monitors.  

No one is there.  Bruce opens a Red Bull and takes a sip.  He 
looks at the monitors again.  

He sees Jasmine coming in for the day.  He watches her walk 
down the middle of the mall.  She walks over towards the 
plants around the fountain.    

She walks up to the first plant in front of the fountain.  
She touches the plant and it perks up.  It comes back to life 
right in front of Bruce’s eyes.

She then starts to walk around the fountain and touches each 
plant and breathes life into every single one of them.  Bruce 
astonished runs towards the door. 

INT. SECURITY STAIRWELL - MOMENTS LATER

Bruce runs as fast as he can down the stairs but misses the 
last step and falls on his face.  Dazed, he gets up and 
starts to run again.  

INT. MALL - CONTINUOUS

Bruce looks around but Jasmine is no where to be found.  He 
starts to search for her.  As he walks up and down each level 
of the mall, he sees that their is a eerie glow to the place.  

He looks down over the side of the second level to Jasmine’s 
kiosk.  The red light he saw last night is glowing again. He 
sprints down to the kiosk.  

Jasmine pops her head up from behind the kiosk.

BRUCE
What was that light?

JASMINE
What light, Bruce?  
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BRUCE
I saw a red light.  

JASMINE
You mean new neon light I got for  
kiosk.  Here, I show you.

Jasmine pulls a red neon light out from behind her kiosk.  
Bruce’s mouth drops.

BRUCE
I don’t believe it.

JASMINE
Why you here so early?  

BRUCE
I never left last night.  I wanted to 
catch you red handed bring the plants 
back to life.

JASMINE
What you talking about Bruce?

BRUCE
You..you can touch the plants and make 
them look new again.

JASMINE
Bruce, I think you need sleep. 

BRUCE
I have it all on video.  You touching 
the plants by the fountain.  

JASMINE
 So you have a video?  Can I see it?

BRUCE
No.  I’m going to show Valerie as soon 
as she gets in.

JASMINE
Okay, Bruce.  I will be here.  You can 
come get me when Valerie comes.

BRUCE
Don’t you go anywhere!

JASMINE
I stay here.
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Bruce walks away.  Jasmine reaches down under her kiosk and 
pulls out a computer but this is not an earth computer but 
one from her home planet of Floreta.  She starts typing on 
the keyboard.

The lights all go out and then come back on.

INT. MALL SECURITY BOOTH - CONTINUOUS

Bruce sits at the desk reviewing the tape.  The lights go out 
and then come back on.  The monitors in front are blank.  He 
franticly tries to pull up the video of Jasmine.  

All of the videos have been erased.  Valerie walks in to find 
Bruce yelling.

BRUCE
No...No...No!

VALERIE
Are you okay, Bruce?

BRUCE
No.  I caught Jasmine bringing the 
plants back to life and now the 
footage is gone.

VALERIE
What are you talking about?

BRUCE
Yesterday, I stayed in the mall and 
waiting to catch Jasmine and I did but 
she...she... did something to the 
tape.

VALERIE
Bruce, your sounding a little crazy.

BRUCE
I’m not.  I saw her do it.

VALERIE
Okay, Bruce.  Let’s go talk to 
Jasmine.  

CUT TO:

INT. MALL - JASMINE’S KIOSK - MOMENTS LATER

Jasmine is just getting to open her kiosk, when Bruce and 
Valerie arrive at her kiosk.
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VALERIE
Jasmine, how are you today?

JASMINE
Good, Val.  Thank you for asking.

BRUCE
You need to tell Val what you did.

JASMINE
I have no idea, what you talk about.

BRUCE
You erased the tapes.

JASMINE
What tape?

VALERIE
Bruce, that’s enough.  Sorry to bother 
you, Jasmine.

BRUCE
I know you did it.

Valerie grabs Bruce’s arm and pulls him away.  

BRUCE (CONT’D)
She messed with the tapes.  I know she 
did.

VALERIE
Can you prove that?

BRUCE
Yes, she was the only one in the mall.

VALERIE
Bruce, just forget about it.

Valerie walks away and walks through the security door. 

BRUCE
If she doesn’t believe me.  Maybe the 
cops will. 

Bruce pulls out his cell phone and dials.

BRUCE (CONT’D)
Hello. Yes, I would like to report a 
crime at the Peace Sign Mall.  

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. MALL ENTRANCE - DAY   

A cop car pulls up to the door.  Bruce stands outside to meet 
them.  Two COPS exit the car.

BRUCE
Hello, Officers.  I have a employee 
that has destroyed mall property.  

COP 1
Where is the employee now?

BRUCE
Right this way.

Bruce escorts them to the entrance.

INT. MALL - CONTINUOUS

Bruce walks the officers to Jasmine’s kiosk.

BRUCE
This woman here erased security tapes 
because I found out what she really 
is.

COP 1
And what is she?

BRUCE
I’m pretty sure she a witch or an 
alien.

The officers look at each other.

COP 2
So you think she is a witch or an 
alien and she erased surveillance 
tapes here? 

BRUCE
Yes, I caught her bringing the plants 
back to life and she had to make sure 
no one knew.

COP 1
Is you supervisor here? 

BRUCE
Yes.

Bruce pulls out his walkie-talkie.
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BRUCE (CONT’D)
Val, could you come down to Jasmine’s 
kiosk?

VALERIE
I’ll be right there.

COP 1
Ms. Allon, right?

JASMINE
Yes, sir.

COP 1
Do you know what this man is talking 
about?

JASMINE
No.  I sell perfume.  

COP 1
Thank you. If you will excuse me for a 
minute.  I have to get something from 
my car.  

Cop 1 exits.

Valerie arrives.

VALERIE
What’s going on here, Bruce?

BRUCE
She destroyed mall property and I want 
her arrested.

VALERIE
For what Bruce?  She was no where near 
the tapes.

BRUCE
I know she did it.

COP 2
Sir, you need to calm down.

BRUCE
I am calm.  I want her out of this 
mall.

Cop 1 returns and pulls his partner aside.  The Officers 
motion for Valerie to join them.
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COP 2
Ma’am, we would like to take him for a 
51/50.

VALERIE
What’s that?

COP 2
We think he needs help and we would 
like to take him to hospital.  

VALERIE
He’s fine.  It’s just lack of sleep.

COP 1 
Ma’am, he has had episodes like this 
before and we don’t want to see him 
hurt anybody.

VALERIE
He has his PSTD under control.

COP 1
We just want to make sure.  If he’s 
fine they will let him go in 72 hours.

VALERIE
If you think that’s best.

COP 2
We do.

They walk back over to Bruce.

COP 1
Sir, will you come with use?

BRUCE
To where?

COP 2
We are going to take you to get 
checked out.

BRUCE
Checked out where?

COP 2
Just come with us.

BRUCE
I’m not going anywhere.
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Bruce puts up a fight as Valerie and Jasmine watch.  He kicks 
a screams as they drag him to the door.

CUT TO:

INT. PSYCH WARD - NIGHT

Bruce sits in a padded room, rocking back and forth.

BRUCE
She healed the plant, she healed the 
plant.  I’m not crazy. She’s an alien.  

FADE OUT.

END OF ACT THREE
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